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From Traditional Data Analytics to Self-Driving Data Centers

▪ Cloud infrastructures and applications are highly complex, distributed, and 

dynamic systems

visibility into cloud applications 

through real-time data analytics 

- Todays management of increasingly complex data centers is completely data driven.

- Because of the complexity of cloud environments it is unrealistic to apply expert knowledge only for

reliable management of those systems.

- Traditional data analytics is also insufficient for running healthy and optimal cloud systems to

guarantee high quality business applications/services.

- The ultimate goal is to achieve self-driving data centers with AI.
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Alerting Engines using Domain Knowledge of Experts/Users

▪ Detecting abnormality conditions within cloud environments is key

- Before that, AI Ops tends to increasingly automate different aspects of data center administration.

- Cloud management solutions allow “coding” important (for the user) definitions of abnormality

conditions to be alerted when those occur in the system. This alerts may consist of multiple symptoms

and represent complex problems in the data center or virtual infrastructure.

- Because of sophistication of those systems, this kind of extensive work by human operators or

designers of management packs for specific applications is not anymore effective/efficient…
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Automation through AI Operations

▪ Hence, learning what makes impact on the system is an inevitable AI Ops 

challenge

▪ Impact measured by behavior of 

Key Performance Indicators (KPI) 

or 

Service-Level Objectives (SLO)

▪ Using vR Ops constructs, we demonstrate how those important conditions 

(patterns) can be learned to be fed into alerting engines

- Learning fingerprints of KPI- or SLO-impacting performance problems in IT infrastructures is a

relevant task towards such a vision.

- Instead of defining problem types for data center components (resources/objects of various kinds)

using domain knowledge, which is hard to obtain and unreliable because of complexities and

sophistication of modern cloud systems, we propose a ML framework to detect those issue categories.

- Then alerting engines can run on top of those patterns to notify the users on conditions that are

impacting system’s KPIs thus providing explainability for troubleshooting and long-term performance

optimization of the infrastructure.

- We consider several scenarios for learning problem definitions in terms of constructs by vRealize

Operations – one of the leading solutions in the cloud management market. Using association rules

mining concepts we can recommend problem patterns (fingerprints) in form of minimum size attribute

combinations that constitute core structures highly associated with degradation of the KPI or SLO loss.

We demonstrate experimental insights on virtualized environments applying our prototype algorithm.
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Defining Problem Fingerprint 

▪ The main idea is to infer what attributes of IT objects are

• highly associated with the KPI degradation according to different criteria

• constitute patterns in their combinations/transaction that are collectively well-associated with 

the KPI drop

▪ Our approach is event-driven

• dynamic/hard threshold violations of time series data of objects are investigated 

▪ The core combinations impacting the KPI are called problem fingerprints

▪ Association rules framework is suitable for our task

- With historical analysis of DT and HT violations (as anomalies with symptoms DT-above/below, HT-above/below,

respectively) for an object kind as basic anomaly space in vR Ops, as well as other relevant events of different types

(configuration, properties, log-related alarms), we are interested in identifying “important” object attributes and their

combinations.

- Those patterns are called problem fingerprints as the most consistent structures that we observe in the system such

that they make a “rule”. For determination of those rules we apply the machine learning framework of association

rules.

- In essence, we provide a linkage between all statistically unexpected events and their consequences on the system

performance (performance-oriented alerting) thus reducing event noise.

Info. Dynamic Thresholds define typicality bounds of time series metrics which vary from time stamp to time stamp. They 

are derived based on historical analysis of the time series. Used to predict anomalies/outliers.
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Characterizing Attributes of IT Objects

▪ For a selected kind of object (e.g., VM), its attributes can be simply characterized 

by

1. Frequency of their events (say, DT/HT violations)

2. Degree of KPI degradation those attributes are associated with

3. Number of other attributes having co-occurring events during the KPI decline

How to quantify what indicators/attributes (type of an IT process) of a resource/object kind (e.g., VM, or any custom group

of infrastructure elements) are highly important to include in a problem definition or able to make a fingerprint

individually?
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Characterizing Attributes of IT Objects

▪ Based on those criteria we summarize 3 scores 

• Participation Rate 

• KPI metric degradation rate

• Co-occurrence index

▪ To combine individual attributes into their transactions 

• principles of Association Rules mining can be applied

• interesting-ness of transactions/rules quantified by confidence/conviction scores

Those scores are computed for each of attributes of a resource kind.

In particular,

• the participation rate is the prior probability of the attribute association with SLO loss;

• the attribute’s health degradation rate shows the average degradation in the KPI when both the SLO loss and

attribute’s events are observed;

• the co-occurrence index of an attribute explains the weighted average count of co-occurring attributes (in terms of

their events) at SLO losses.

The machine learning framework of association rules makes a relevant fit to our goal of finding attribute-transactions-based

association patterns with the KPI behavior, in addition to individual association scores. Association Rules initially emerged

as a discovery mechanism of relations between variables in large databases. The sales data of a supermarket is an example.

There are many interestingness criteria studied in machine learning literature, such as confidence (“strength”) or conviction

of the transaction rule, etc. In the example of the supermarket sales, for instance, if “butter” is frequent in transactions

where “bread” is bought, then there is a rule: “butter is bought with bread”. The conditional probability of this link is the

confidence of the rule. Using this framework we can study what combinations of “interesting” attributes make a rule

transaction (with “enough” confidence as a conditional participation rate criterion) in terms of association with a KPI

degradation and its degree, as well-as of the co-occurrence index.
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Association Rule Mining

▪ A way to mine interesting transactions

▪ E.g., [𝑎 1 ; 𝑎 2 ] is a rule, if 𝑎 2 occurs with 𝑎 1 at SLO losses above a 

conditional probability which is the maximum over the rest of possible attributes

Maximum Confidence Transition. For attributes a(1), a(2), … a(r)
with “high” individual scores, select an attribute, let’s say 
a(1), and search for the next attribute that makes a rule with 
maximum confidence above a level. Repeat to find longer rules, 
until no attribute can be added.

As a particular scenario we indicate a procedure that identifies rules with maximum confidence transitions in the following

sense Assume we are looking for rules that could contain attributes a(1),a(2),…a(r) of our interest in terms of their

individual scores (such as high rates in SLO degradation). Starting from a(1) we search for an attribute from the specified

list that can make a rule within the overall transactions set subject to maximum confidence above some level. In other

words, we declare that [a(1);a(2)] is a rule, if a(2) occurs with a(1) at SLO losses above a conditional probability which is

the maximum over the rest of possible attributes. Then the third attribute component is chosen with the same principle of

maximum conditional probability conditioned on the pair [a(1);a(2)] , and so on, until we are not able to add the next

component with enough confidence.
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Experimental Insights

▪ A set-up for VM object kind

▪ Details:

• Number of VMs: 50

• number of attributes: 700

• number of attributes violated SLO: 86

• duration of monitoring metrics: 30 days

• number of events analyzed: 454,437

▪ KPI=Anomalies score (vR Ops-specific statistical indicator)

We ran experiments on an internal data center of active usage for the VM object kind to investigate attributes of those

objects in terms of their individual scores, as well as patterns making association rules according to predefined

interestingness. In the experiments, the Anomalies score of those VM’s in vR Ops as a KPI metric is considered. The

Anomalies score represents how abnormal the behaviour of the object is, based on its historical metrics data. This score is

calculated using the total number of threshold violations for all metrics for the selected object and its child objects. A low

Anomalies score indicates that an object is behaving in accordance with its historical normalcy - most or all of the object

metrics are within their thresholds. A high number of Anomalies usually indicates a problem (statistically) or at least a

situation that requires attention. Therefore, within this setting, looking for attribute-level fingerprint transactions is

equivalent to identification of patterns that statistically gravitate “lot of” other attribute anomalies.
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Experimental Insights

▪ Attributes by association criteria (Table I)

Attribute Name
Part. 
Rate

KPI 
Degradation

Co-
Occurrence

guestfilesystem|percentage 0.07 69.27 21.60

guestfilesystem|usage 0.04 70.57 22.61

diskspace|activeNotShared 0.03 72.52 18.95

net|bytesTx_average 0.03 73.73 24.49

cpu|usagemhz_average 0.03 74.15 30.68

net|transmitted_average 0.03 74.60 24.49

cpu|idle_summation 0.03 72.73 29.06

cpu|used_summation 0.03 73.90 29.60

net|usage_average 0.03 72.34 27.80

cpu|readyPct 0.02 71.16 24.34

In this table we illustrate some of attributes that are observed in SLO violation with larger than 0.01 participation rate,

where SLO=50 as threshold on the Anomalies scores of all 50 VM’s.
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Experimental Insights

▪ Several association rules (Table II)

Size Rules Participation Rate KPI
Degradation

Co-Occurrence

2

[guestfilesystem|percentage,
guestfilesystem|usage]

0.695 69.27 22

[guestfilesystem|percentage,
net|bytesTx_average]

0.396 69.27 24

[cpu|usagemhz_average,
guestfilesystem|percentage]

0.362 69.27 30

[cpu|usagemhz_average,
net|bytesTx_average]

0.232 73.73 35

[cpu|usagemhz_average,
diskspace|activeNotShared]

0.216 72.51 28

[diskspace|activeNotShared,
net|bytesTx_average]

0.20 72.51 22

3

[diskspace|activeNotShared,
guestfilesystem|percentage,
guestfilesystem|usage]

0.44 69.27 21

[guestfilesystem|percentage,
guestfilesystem|usage,
net|bytesTx_average]

0.4 69.27 24

[cpu|usagemhz_average,
guestfilesystem|percentage,
guestfilesystem|usage]

0.37 69.27 30

[cpu|usagemhz_average,
guestfilesystem|percentage,
net|bytesTx_average]

0.2 69.27 35

In this table we show some association rules of attributes which are composed of the top 5 attributes from Table I that we

are interested in (scores are rounded). In this case, the participation rate of an attribute vector (a defining factor in declaring

fingerprint rule) is measured as a conditional probability of its occurrence over all assembles associated with the KPI

degradation with equal or larger size. In the meantime, the KPI degradation index of an attribute rule is defined by the

worst-case scenario – by the component with maximum KPI degradation score. Therefore, we see that most of the rules

included in Table II have the same KPI degradation index, because in all those patterns the attribute

guestfilesystem|percentage is present, which has the highest such a score among other fellow attributes. As to the co-

occurrence score of a rule, it is calculated as the average of co-occurring attributes when the rule’s transaction is observed.
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Experimental Insights

▪ Several association rules (Table II continued)

4

[cpu|usagemhz_average,
diskspace|activeNotShared,
guestfilesystem|percentage,
guestfilesystem|usage]

0.22 69.27 28

[diskspace|activeNotShared,
guestfilesystem|percentage,
guestfilesystem|usage,
net|bytesTx_average]

0.201 69.27 23

[cpu|usagemhz_average,
guestfilesystem|percentage,
guestfilesystem|usage,
net|bytesTx_average]

0.20 69.27 35

5 [cpu|usagemhz_average,
diskspace|activeNotShared,
guestfilesystem|percentage,
guestfilesystem|usage,
net|bytesTx_average]

0.17 69.27 36
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Experimental Insights

▪ Rules with maximum confidence transition (Table III)

Attribute_Name Other Attributes in the Rule

guestfilesystem|percentage guestfilesystem|usage
guestfilesystem|usage_total
guestfilesystem|percentage_total
guestfilesystem|freespace_total
diskspace|activeNotShared

cpu|usagemhz_average cpu|used_summation
cpu|numberToRemove
virtualDisk|usage
virtualDisk|totalReadLatency_average
datastore|maxObserved_Write

cpu|idle_summation guestfilesystem|percentage
guestfilesystem|usage
cpu|wait_summation
cpu|usagemhz_average
cpu|used_summation

In this table we show some association rules of attributes which are composed of the top 5 attributes from Table I that we

are interested in (scores are rounded). In this case, the participation rate of an attribute vector (a defining factor in declaring

fingerprint rule) is measured as a conditional probability of its occurrence over all assembles associated with the KPI

degradation with equal or larger size. In the meantime, the KPI degradation index of an attribute rule is defined by the

worst-case scenario – by the component with maximum KPI degradation score. Therefore, we see that most of the rules

included in Table II have the same KPI degradation index, because in all those patterns the attribute

guestfilesystem|percentage is present, which has the highest such a score among other fellow attributes. As to the co-

occurrence score of a rule, it is calculated as the average of co-occurring attributes when the rule’s transaction is observed.
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Experimental Insights

▪ Observations:

• only a small portion of attributes are associated with the Anomalies score degradation

• within those, no strictly dominant group of attributes by the participation rate

• they also have close KPI degradation rates because of averaging effect

• some diversity in the co-occurrence

• however, in case of rules/fingerprints the diversity becomes significant

• the rule consisting of these attributes gravitated the maximum number of other attributes

cpu|usagemhz_average

diskspace|activeNotShared

guestfilesystem|percentage

guestfilesystem|usage

net|bytesTx_average

In case of rules/fingerprints the diversity becomes significant, both in terms of the participation rate, as well as the co-

occurrence index, where we see that the rule of 5 attributes gravitated the maximum number of other attributes. It is an

intuitive example that shows that there are dangerous combinations of attributes that can result in higher rate of anomaly

propagation over the object.
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Experimental Insights

▪ Observations:

• Table III shows different parameters of guestfilesystem that represent various 

quantifications of the same process

• it seems a redundant rule, however, it is logical for our experiment

• meaning that those attributes have simultaneously generated anomaly events that 

increased the Anomalies score of VMs above the acceptable degree

▪ These are consistent transactions of attributes that 

• when occurring with abnormality (outlying) conditions make a precursor of SLO violations

• consistency is defined by the 

• confidence/strength of association rules

• as well as the rank scores of KPI degradation and co-occurrence

In Table III we demonstrate some rules discovered with the principle of maximum confidence transition described in

Section 4. Their scores of participation rate, KPI degradation rate, and the co-occurrence index can be computed similarly

to the case of Table II.

All those patterns that we exemplified are “consistent” transactions of attributes.
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Conclusion and Future Work

▪ A proposal to focus on KPI-impacting change behavior in data centers using 

ML

▪ It may turn out that atomic anomalies/changes at only small number of 

attributes are sufficient to control the health of IT objects

▪ Problem fingerprinting may substantially reduce the noise of data analytics 

(tends to capture any deviation from normal operations)

▪ Future work includes other rule induction approaches applied to original space 

of time series metrics, as well as reinforcement learning 

We described an association rules approach to performance problem fingerprinting in data centers. It enables learning 

patterns of atomic anomalies leading to losses in the system’s performance indicator. Ranking and rule-making criteria 

according to their impact magnitudes on the KPI are also indicated. In a real data set, we observed a kernel set of attributes 

to constitute the problem definitions codebook by and specific rules that can be recommended as problem fingerprints for 

alerting modules. 
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